A computational study of lithium enolate mixed aggregates.
Ab initio calculations were performed to examine the formation of mixed dimer and trimer aggregates between the lithium enolate of acetaldehyde (lithium vinyloxide, LiOV) and lithium chloride, lithium bromide, and lithium amides. Gas-phase calculations showed that in the absence of solvation effects, the mixed trimer 2LiOV.LiX is the most favored species. Solvation in ethereal solvents was modeled by a combination of specific coordination of dimethyl ether ligands on each lithium and "dielectric solvation" (DSE, dielectric solvation energies), immersion of each molecule in a cavity within a continuous dielectric having the dielectric constant of THF at room temperature. DSE is less important for aggregates (reduced dipoles or quadrupoles) than monomers (dipoles) and is also reduced for the coordinatively solvated species. Both solvation terms reduce the exothermicity of aggregation. In many cases, lithium salts that are three- rather than four-coordinate have significant populations at room temperature. The strongly basic lithium amides prefer mixed aggregates with weaker bases than homoaggregates. The computational results are consistent with the limited experimental data available.